
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
CASE STUDY – Instituto de Cultura. Fundación MAPFRE.       Photographic collection. 
  
Name of the fond / collection COLECCIONES FUNDACIÓN MAPFRE 

Dates  1901- 2008 

Authors  Joan Colom; Anna Malagrida; Fazal Sheikh; Diane Arbus; Harry Callahan; Lee Friedlander; Helen Lewitt; Garry Vinogrand; Walker Evans; Graciela Iturbide; Nicholas 
Nixon; Lisette Model; Robert Adams; John Gutmann; Eugène Atget; Robert Frank; Dayanita Singh; Paul Strand; Bleda y Rosa. 

Number of photographs 574  photographs: 
Gelatin silver prints: 456 
Platinum Palladium prints: 4 
Digital prints: 81 

Albumen prints: 5  
Main information of the fond 

 

 

In 1989, one year after it was created, FUNDACIÓN MAPFRE started to build up an art collection, which currently boasts over one thousand five hundred works, most of 
them, drawings in particular that of 20th –century that clearly demonstrate the richness of Spanish art. In 2007 FUNDACIÓN MAPFRE began compiling a photography 
collection focused exclusively on art photography and the documentary tradition in particular from the second half of the 20th century. The initiative sought to 
introduce audience to major photographers whose work had not been previously exhibited in Spain, or was not part of other Spanish collections. The FUNDACIÓN 
MAPFRE collection therefore acts as a counterweight to public collections that only minimally represent photography from this period. The complete Brown Sisters 
series by Nicholas Nixon was its first major acquisition, thus setting the tone for a collection where portraiture is a cornerstone. Leading photographers who have most 
contributed to the development of the medium –including Atget,. Evans and Friedlander, alongside younger artists like Malagrida and Sheikh.  

Main series Joan Colom-  La Calle,  El Born. 

Nicholas Nixon- The Brown sisters. 

Dayanita Singh- I am as I am. 

Fazal Sheikh-  A Camel  for the Son , Moksha, GRID India, Ladli , The Victor Weeps. 

Harry Callahan- Eleanor, Women Lost in Thought. 

Lee Friedlander-  The little screens. 

Paul Strand- Camerawork and Nature Forms, Gaspe, New Mexico, Mexico, New england, France, Italia, Hebrides, Egypt, Maroc, Ghana, Orgeval. 



Bleda y Rosa-Estancias. 

Original situation The photographs were bought directly for the author or from an art gallery. 

Some of the photographs were kept in original containers, others mounted or framed. 

The photographs are dated and identified, but not individually.  
Related documentation: 

- Authenticity certificates of the photos. 
- Invoices from the galleries or directly from the author. 
- Technical details. 
- Press releases related to the collections. 

- Google Art Project. 

 

Goals of the work 
 

Design and implement a specific condition report for the collection. 
To do a conservation collection survey, including the identification of priority collections for archiving, mounting, rehousing, reformatting and treatment (if necessary); 
To do a multilevel archival description. Description at a single item.  
To write and implement a conservation policy and procedures. 
To integrate preservation activities into overall archival practice. 
To establish an institution-specific preservation plan outlining short and long term goals. 

Phases of the work 1.- Inventory. Conservator, Register. 
2.- Design of a specific condition report. Restorer, Register, Conservator. 
2.- Conservation survey. Restorer. 
3.- Mounting and rehousing. Restorer. 
4.- Identifying prints. Conservator. 
5.- Writing: Conservation policy. General manager, Conservator, Restorer. 
                     Conservation procedures. Restorer. 
…..                Preservation plan. Conservator, Restorer. 

Specificity of the fond/collection 
 

Prints  
What we have? 

There exist different types of prints. Examples: gelatin silver prints, platinum prints, albumen prints, digital prints. 
They are organized by author. 
 

 What we want? 
The Preventive Conservation Project aims to establish the optimal conditions for the preservation of the collection: keeping, surveying and encouraging 
the fulfillment of the conservation conditions and repairing the eventual damages. Starting by the complete identification and documentation of the 
photographs, as well as its conservation condition. 
 

 How we do? 

1.-Inventory. 
Description, the items recorded are: Object ID, Artist name, Artist birth date/death date, Work title, Dates work, size, image size, object rights, format, 
photographic process, signature, notes on the work, author biography. 



2.- Condition report.  
Examination of each print. 
Documentation in a Condition report.  
Identifying priority collections for archiving, mounting, rehousing, reformatting and treatment. 
3.- Mounting and rehousing. 
Simple mending of mounting: missing photo corner, window mat broken hinge; will be accomplished immediately. 
Planning of rehousing in cases of inappropriate mounting or framing materials. 
Archiving unmounted items in appropriate enclosures. 
4.- Identifying prints. 
Conservator will label the prints with the inventory number. Method will be discussed. 
 

Methodological contribution 
  

- Appropriate design of a specific condition report for the collection, that suits the needs of information of the different implied staff: conservator, restorer, register, 

head of exhibitions… and compiles as much information as possible in order to avoid manipulation of the items. 

- Detailed planning of intervention, for the purpose of resources administration, supplies acquisitions planning, and minimization of manipulation. 

- Establishment of conservation procedures, starting with guidelines for the careful handling of photographs distributed to implied staff. 

 

Clara María Prieto de la Fuente 

Independent conservator-restorer of photographs and graphic arts (Spain) 

http://www.claramprieto.com  


